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Abstract
Heterogeneous object modelling is an emerging area where geometric shapes are considered in concert with their internal
physically-based attributes. This paper describes a novel theoretical and practical framework for modelling volumetric
heterogeneous objects on the basis of a novel unifying functionally-based hybrid representation called HFRep. This new
representation allows for obtaining a continuous smooth distance field in Euclidean space and preserves the advantages of
the conventional representations based on scalar fields of different kinds without their drawbacks. We systematically describe
the mathematical and algorithmic basics of HFRep. The steps of the basic algorithm are presented in detail for both geometry
and attributes. To solve some problematic issues, we have suggested several practical solutions, including a new algorithm
for solving the eikonal equation on hierarchical grids. Finally, we show the practicality of the approach by modelling several
representative heterogeneous objects, including those of a time-variant nature.

Keywords: hybrid representation, distance fields, eikonal solver, function representation, heterogeneous objects, volumetric
modelling, time-variant objects.

1. Introduction1

Heterogeneous volumetric object modelling is a rapidly developing2

field and has a variety of different applications. Volume modelling3

is concerned with computer representation of object surface geom-4

etry as well as its interior. Homogeneous volume modelling, better5

known as solid modelling, deals with volume interior uniformly6

filled by a single material. Heterogeneous object is a volumetric7

object with interior structure where different physically-based at-8

tributes are defined, e.g. spatial different material compositions,9

micro-structures, colour, density, etc. [KT07, LFSL20]. This type10

of objects is widely used in applications where the presence of the11

interior structures is an important part of the model. Additive man-12

ufacturing, physical simulation and visual effects are examples of13

such applications.14

The most widely used representations for defining heteroge-15

neous objects are boundary representation, distance-based repre-16

sentations, function representation and voxels. Boundary represen-17

tation (BRep) [LFAB14] maintains its prevailing role due to its nu-18

merous well-known advantages. It works well in solid modelling19

for objects consisting of a set of polygonal surface patches stitched20

together to envelope the uniform and homogeneous structure of its21

material. However, BRep is not inherently natural for dealing with22

heterogeneous objects, especially in the context of additive manu-23

facturing and 3D printing [LEM∗17], where volume-based multi-24

material properties are paramount as well as in physical simulation25

where the exact representation rather than an approximate one can26

be important [NMK∗06].27

On the contrary, volumetric representations in the form of vox-28

els [WYJ∗11] are more natural for defining such heterogeneous ob-29

jects as they are based on volumetric grids. Voxels represent an ob-30

ject as a set of cubic cells at which the geometry along with the31

object attributes are defined. However, this representation essen-32

tially approximates both the geometry model and the material dis-33

tribution in interior of the object as their definition is limited by the34

resolution of the voxel grid.35

On the other hand, function-based, and more specifically,36

distance-based representations are able to represent the object and37

its interior structure in both continuous and discrete forms [JBS06].38

They are exact, embrace a wide range of geometric shapes and nat-39

urally define many physically-based attributes. There are a lot of40

well-established operations for these representations. Most of them41

provide distances to the object surface. However, distance functions42

(DFs) are not essentially continuous, they can have medial gradi-43

ent discontinuities and are not necessarily smooth. This potentially44

results in non-watertight surfaces, and in artefacts, such as creases,45

after applying some operations, for instance, blending and meta-46

morphosis, which are important for many applications. Undesired47

artefacts (stresses, creases, etc.) can also appear as the result of48

defining distance-based attribute functions.49

We consider function-based and distance-based representations50

as a promising conceptual and practical scheme to deal with het-51
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erogeneous objects, especially in the context of a number of topi-52

cal application areas concerned with exact volume-based geomet-53

ric modelling, animation, simulation and fabrication. However, the54

existing representational schemes of that type appear in many vari-55

ations and the field as a whole exhibits a rather fragmented and56

not properly formalised suite of methods. There is an obvious need57

for a properly substantiated and unifying theoretical and practical58

framework. This challenge can be considered in the context of the59

emergence of new representational paradigms suitable for the ma-60

turing applications, such as modelling of material structures, that61

was outlined and substantiated in [RRSS16].62

In this work we propose a novel function-based representational63

scheme. We introduce a mathematical framework called hybrid64

function representation for defining a heterogeneous volumetric ob-65

ject with its attributes in continuous and discrete forms. It is based66

on hybridisation of several DF-based representations that unifies67

their advantages and compensates for their drawbacks. This repre-68

sentational scheme aims at dealing with heterogeneous objects with69

some specific time-variant properties important in physical simula-70

tions related to both geometry and attributes. The idea was initially71

tested in a short paper [TAFP19] where the scheme unifying the72

function representation (FRep) and the signed distance functions73

(SDFs) had been sketchily outlined.74

The contributions of our work can be formulated as follows:75

• We provide a thorough survey of the relevant representations76

aiming at their classification and identifying their advantages and77

drawbacks. We formalise the notions of the adaptively sampled78

distance fields (ADFs) and interior distance fields (IDFs).79

• On the basis of an analysis of the well-established FRep and DF-80

based representations, namely SDFs, ADFs and IDFs, we formu-81

late the requirements for a novel unifying hybrid representation82

called HFRep.83

• We propose a mathematically substantiated theoretical descrip-84

tion of the HFRep with an emphasis on defining functions for85

HFRep objects’ geometry and attributes.86

• We describe a basic algorithm for generating HFRep objects in87

terms of their geometry and attributes, and develop its main steps88

in a detailed step-by-step manner.89

• We identify the problematic issues associated with several steps90

of the basic algorithm and propose several practical solutions. In91

particular, we present a novel hierarchical fast iterative method92

for solving the eikonal equation on hierarchical grids in 2D. The93

developed algorithm was used for generating HFRep based on94

FRep and ADF.95

2. Related works96

There is a huge body of works dealing with different aspects of97

representational schemes for volumetric heterogeneous objects. In98

this section we first concentrate on those works that deal with rep-99

resentations for geometric shapes. Then, we consider some existing100

hybrid representations. The basic methods for defining attributes in101

interior of volumetric objects are also reviewed.102

2.1. Geometry representations103

An overall object geometry can be represented by boundary sur-104

faces or by any other solid representational scheme including pro-105

cedurally defined scalar fields.106

Boundary representation (BRep) remains the most popular rep-107

resentation. It can be described by a polygonal or other surface108

model. Polygonal models can be represented as nested polygonal109

meshes bounding the regions with different material density val-110

ues [LFAB14]. This representation scheme has the following prob-111

lems: the possible presence of holes or gaps in a mesh, normals112

can be flipped, triangles in the mesh can be intersecting or overlap-113

ping with each other, polygonal shells can be noisy. Among many114

polygon-based approaches applicable to heterogeneous objects we115

pay attention to the diffusion surfaces introduced in [TSNI10]. This116

approach deals with 3D surfaces with colours defined on both sides,117

such that the interior colours in the volume are obtained by dif-118

fusing colors from nearby surfaces. It was used for modelling ob-119

jects with rotational symmetry. It is efficient to compute, but cross-120

sections of the mesh obtained with further triangulation could suf-121

fer from discretisation artefacts.122

Another way to represent the overall object geometry is con-123

structive solid geometry (CSG) [Req80]. Originally all solids were124

homogeneous, but later primitives could carry on some information125

that can be interpreted as a material index [Bow95]. The operations126

on attributes corresponding to set-theoretic operations were pro-127

vided.128

The most widely used method for defining heterogeneous ob-129

jects is the voxel representation [WYJ∗11, BKW∗18]. The object130

is subdivided into multiple cubic cells with defined geometric and131

attribute parts in them. However, geometric and attribute properties132

are essentially approximated according to the voxel grid resolution.133

In the context of this work we pay a special attention to defin-134

ing a heterogeneous object geometry using different types of scalar135

fields. The most common schemes of that type are already men-136

tioned FRep [PASS95], SDFs [JBS06], ADFs [FPRJ00] as well as137

the shape aware distance fields which are represented by functions138

that we call interior distance functions (IDFs). We will discuss them139

in more details in the next section.140

Another widely used approach for obtaining a continuous dis-141

tance based definition of the object is to compute the solution of142

the optimal mass transportation [SRGB14]. This method assumes143

the numerical solution of a partial differential equation (PDE) ded-144

icated to the Monge-Kantorovich optimisation problem which can145

be quite time-consuming. In [YYW12], volumetric objects with146

multiple internal regions were suggested to define the object-space147

multiphase implicit functions. These functions preserve sharp fea-148

tures of the object and in some cases provide better results than149

SDFs.150

Distance-based objects can be also defined using the level-set151

method [GFO18] which provides an implicit representation of a152

moving front. The main advantage of this method is that it could153

handle various topological changes of the object thus implement-154

ing the dynamic implicit surfaces. The evolution of the front is con-155

trolled by the solution of the level-set equation. The obtained func-156

tion is transformed into a signed distance function using the solu-157
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tion of some reinitialisation equation. Level-set methods have been158

used in many applications, such as shape optimisation, computa-159

tional fluid dynamics, trajectory planning, image processing and160

others [GFO18].161

2.2. Hybrid representations162

The main feature of any hybrid representation is that it unifies ad-163

vantages of several representations and compensate for their draw-164

backs. In [PASS01], the concept of hypervolumes was introduced165

as an extension of the general object model [KBDH99] that uni-166

fies the advantages of FRep and hybrid volumes. Hypervolume de-167

scribes a heterogeneous object as n-dimensional point-set with de-168

fined attributes, operations and relations over them. Another hy-169

brid approach called hybrid surface representation was introduced170

in [LSD04]. It is based on BRep and an implicit surface represen-171

tation and was used for heterogeneous volumetric modelling and172

sculpting.173

There are approaches when an entire object can be split into dis-174

joint or adjacent components sharing their boundaries. The space175

partitions can be defined by additional boundary surfaces or scalar176

fields. In the most general case, these partitions are represented by177

mixed-dimensional cells combined into a cell complex. The com-178

bination of a cellular representation and a functionally based con-179

structive representation was proposed in [AKK∗02]. This model180

makes it possible to represent dimensionally non-homogeneous el-181

ements and their cellular representations. The authors showed that182

attributes may reflect not only material, but any volumetric distri-183

bution such as density or temperature.184

There are some works dedicated to the construction of hybrid185

representations based on SDFs, ADFs and IDFs. In [TP11], the au-186

thors have introduced hybridisation of meshfree, RBF-based, DF-187

based and collocating techniques for solving engineering analy-188

sis problems. The proposed technique enables exact treatment of189

all boundary conditions and can be used with both structured and190

unstructured grids. In patent [Sul15], Sullivan has introduced the191

hybrid ADFs which represented the object by a set of cells. In192

work [ABGA04], the authors introduced a new structure called Hy-193

bridTree that is based on an extended CSG tree which unifies ad-194

vantages of skeletal implicit surfaces and polygonal meshes. The195

hybrid biharmonic distances that are defined similarly to diffusion196

and commute-time (graph) distances were introduced in [LRF10]197

for solving some shape analysis tasks. In [KKL15], a concept of198

the hybrid ADF was introduced for the detailed representation of199

the dynamically changing liquid-solid mixed surfaces.200

2.3. Material and attribute representations201

A notable early framework called constructive volume geometry202

(CVG) for modelling heterogeneous objects using scalar fields was203

described in [CT00]. The CVG algebraic representation describes204

both interior and exterior of the object that use regular or hierarchi-205

cal data structures. The CVG mathematical framework works with206

spatial objects defined as a tuple O = (FO,A1, ...,An), where FO is207

an opacity field that FO : R3 7→ [0,1] and Ai are attribute fields. The208

opacity field defined by the function FO is non-distance based and209

it is not essentially continuous. Discrete fields also can be used in210

this representation using some interpolation procedure.211

Multi-material heterogeneous volumetric objects [NKI∗18] con-212

sist of three elements: object geometry, object components (e.g.213

domains, partitions or cells sharing their boundaries) and material214

distribution. Material distributions can be defined using material in-215

dexes, piecewise polynomials or continuous scalar fields that pro-216

vide a resolution independent distribution.217

To define material in the interior of the object, a spatial parti-218

tioning of the object in several spatial regions should be made. Per-219

haps, the most widely used approach is a voxel representation of220

the object [WYJ∗11]. In [HL09], Hiller and Lipson suggested to221

use a voxel data structure as a material building-block for layered222

manufacturing. In another work [DTD∗15], a bitmap voxel-based223

method that uses multi-material high-resolution additive manufac-224

turing (AM) was introduced. The material properties are combined225

in local material compositions that are further fetched in a AM sys-226

tem. In [BKW∗18] a multi-material voxel-printing method using a227

high-resolution dithering technique was introduced. The material228

in the voxelised object is defined using spatial indexing.229

Material distribution in interior of the volumetric object can also230

be defined using DF-based approaches. In [BST04], DFs were used231

for parameterisation of the space by distances from the material232

features either exactly or approximately, taking into account that233

the defining attribute function should be at least C1 continuous to234

avoid creases and stresses in it. In [FSP15], an IDF based method235

for defining gradient materials was introduced. IDFs are repre-236

sented as an approximate Euclidean shortest path and are used for237

interpolation between sources. In [SG17], the authors considered238

the decomposition of the geometry using the existing class of ma-239

terial distance-based functions that set up a material variation in240

heterogeneous objects using the medial axes transform.241

3. Distance function-based representations242

In this section we provide some mathematical background and out-243

line in a formalised manner four functionally-based representations244

that will be used to devise the hybrid function representation to be245

introduced in Section 4. We describe in necessary detail the mathe-246

matical basics of those representations and propose the formal defi-247

nitions for two of them, namely ADF and IDF. The advantages and248

drawbacks of the representations are also systematically outlined.249

3.1. Mathematical background and notations250

Let us introduce the mathematical definitions which will be used251

hereinafter. First, we introduce the definition of a metric space and252

a distance function that follows [HDEE14]:253

Definition 3.1 Let X be a non-empty point set in a Euclidean vector254

space Rn and let function d : X ×X 7→ R be such that for points255

∀pppi ∈ X ⊂ Rn the following conditions are satisfied:256

d(ppp1, ppp2) ≥ 0; d(ppp1, ppp2) = 0⇔ ppp1 = ppp2; d(ppp1, ppp2) = d(ppp2, ppp1);257

d(ppp1, ppp2) ≤ d(ppp1, ppp3) + d(ppp2, ppp3). Then the function d(·, ·) is258

called a metric or a distance function on set X and the pair (X ,d) is259

called a metric space.260
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Figure 1: a) The FRep field of the functionally defined ’bat’ object
and b) The SDF field computed for the functionally defined ’bat’
object. The colours in the pictures correspond to the point mem-
bership rule: blue colour corresponds to the negative values of the
defining function, black colour corresponds to the boundary of the
object and yellow colour corresponds to the positive values of the
defining function.

In this work we are focusing on distance-based representations261

for defining volumetric objects. Let us introduce a more instru-262

mental notion for the distance function that satisfies definition263

3.1 and that we will use subsequently in the next sections, as fol-264

lows [Sch97]:265

Definition 3.2 Let X be a point set in a Euclidean vector space Rn

and let 〈·, ·〉 be an inner product defined in Rn. Then the Euclidean
norm of the point ppp ∈ X is defined as ||ppp|| =

√
〈ppp, ppp〉. If qqq ∈ X is

another point, the distance between these two points is defined as a
function:

FDF (ppp,qqq) = ||ppp−qqq||=
√
〈ppp,qqq〉 (1)

In this work we deal with functionally defined objects that are266

specified as closed point subsets G⊆ X . As we are dealing with the267

objects defined by the functions, a point membership classification268

is used to distinguish between exterior, boundary and interior of269

the object. Therefore, let us introduce a formal definition of the270

boundary ∂G of the subset G as follows:271

Definition 3.3 Let G be a subset of the defined metric space (X ,d).272

The boundary ∂G of this subset G is defined as G\Gin, where G =273 ⋂
{GC : GC ⊇ G} is a closure of a metric space (X ,d), GC is a274

closed set in X , and interior of G is Gin =
⋃
{GU : GU ⊆G}, where275

GU is an open set in G.276

There are two important properties of the functions that we rely277

on in the next sections: continuity and smoothness. The continuity278

of the function is defined as follows [DZ10]:279

Definition 3.4 Let X be an open subset of Rn. Let C(X) be the
space of continuous functions X 7→ Rn. Let Nn be the set of all
tuples α = (α1, ...,αn) ∈ Nn. Then |α| is the order of α and ∂

α is
the partial derivative. For an integer k ≥ 1

Ck(X) := { f ∈Ck−1(X) : ∂
α f ∈C(X),∀α, |α|= k} (2)

where

|α|=
N

∑
i=1

αi, ∂
α =

∂
|α|

∂xα1
1 ...∂xαN

N
(3)

Figure 2: A constructive tree for the FRep object in the form of a
’snow flake’ that was converted to SDF. This tree consists of objects
defined by SDF functions fi stored in the tree leafs and operations
applied to them stored in the tree nodes.

In this work we discuss functions that are either at least C0 or C1
280

continuous. A function f is said to be of class C0 if it is continuous281

on X ⊂ Rn. A function f is said to be of class C1 if it is differen-282

tiable and continuous on X ⊂ Rn.283

Formally, smoothness of the function follows from the previous284

definition and can be defined as in [Sch97]:285

Definition 3.5 A function f : X 7→ Rn is called smooth if it is n-286

times differentiable, i.e. if it belongs to a specific class of functions287

that can be defined as Cn(X) for which f (n) exists and it is contin-288

uous, particularly if it satisfies C∞(X) =
⋂∞

n=1 Cn(X).289

3.2. Function representation290

Let us introduce the definition of FRep [PASS95]:291

Definition 3.6 Let the geometric shape of the object OFRep be de-
fined as a closed point subset G of n-dimensional point set X in
Euclidean space Rn with ppp = (x1, ...,xn) ∈ Rn using a real-valued
defining function FFRep(ppp). Then function representation is defined
as

OFRep := FFRep(ppp)≥ 0 (4)

The FRep function (see Fig. 1, (a)) provides the information
about point membership:

FFRep(ppp)< 0 ppp ∈ X\G
FFRep(ppp) = 0 ppp ∈ ∂G
FFRep(ppp)> 0 ppp ∈ Gin

(5)
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Note, that in this work we will consistently follow this convention292

for all types of distance functions, meaning that they are positive293

inside and negative outside with respect to the zero-level set. The294

major requirement for FFRep(ppp) is to be at least C0 continuous.295

FRep is a high-level and uniform representation of multidimen-296

sional geometric objects. The subject of particular interest is 4D297

objects with fourth coordinate specified as time. FRep generalises298

implicit surface modelling and extends a CSG approach. FRep has299

a closure property as operations applied to the FRep defining func-300

tions produce continuous resulting FRep functions. The FRep ob-301

ject can be defined as a primitive (e.g. sphere, torus, cylinder, octa-302

hedron etc.) or as a complex object that is defined in the form of a303

constructive tree. In this case, primitives are stored in the leaves of304

the tree and operations are stored in its nodes.305

There exist many well-developed operations, e.g. set-theoretic306

operations, metamorphosis, blending and bounded blending, off-307

setting, bijective mapping and others [PASS95]. FRep covers tradi-308

tional solids [Kar99], scalar fields, heterogeneous objects including309

both static and time dependent volumes [I01].310

Fig. 1 (a) shows the FRep field obtained using 14 set-theoretic311

operations applied to triangles and rectangles to construct the ’bat’.312

In Fig. 2 we present a constructive tree that describes how a FRep313

object in the form of a ’snow flake’, that was converted to SDF, was314

created using union ∪ and intersection ∩ set-theoretic operations.315

In general case, the FRep field is not distance-based as interior and316

exterior field isolines do not precisely follow the object shape in317

terms of its zero-level boundary. The advantages and drawbacks of318

the representation can be found in table 1, in the first column.319

3.3. Signed distance function320

Let us introduce the definition of SDF that relies on definitions 3.1,321

3.2 and 3.3:322

Definition 3.7 Let (X ,d) be a metric space. Let the geometric shape
G of the object OSDF be specified in (X ,d) as a point subset G⊆ X .
Then a signed distance function FSDF (ppp) is defined as:

FSDF (ppp) =

{
d(ppp,∂G) if ppp ∈ G
−d(ppp,∂G) otherwise

(6)

where d(ppp,∂G)≡ FDF (ppp,∂G). Then the SDF representation is de-
fined as follows:

OSDF := FSDF (ppp)≥ 0 (7)

The SDF function is at least C0 continuous as it can be not differ-323

entiable at some points of Euclidean space Rn and it has gradient324

discontinuities on the object’s medial axes. The SDF representa-325

tion provides the information about point membership in the same326

manner as FRep.327

There are a lot of operations defined for SDFs. One of them328

is offsetting [BVG19]. A lot of operations for SDFs were de-329

fined in [PT92]. These are surface interpolation, multiple-object av-330

eraging, spatially-weighted interpolation, texturing, blending, set-331

theoretic operation and metamorphosis. Morphological operations332

such as erosion and dilation [You83] can be also applied to SDFs.333

Figure 3: An ADF field generated for the FRep object ’heart’. The
distance field is restored using bilinear interpolation. a) The con-
structed quadtree for the ’heart’ object. b) The computed unsigned
distance field.

SDF can be used for a material definition in heterogeneous ob-334

jects [BST04], additive manufacturing [BDN16], collision detec-335

tion problems, particle simulations [KKL15] and others.336

Fig. 1, (b) shows the SDF field generated for the ’bat’ object. As337

it can be seen, the isolines are spaced equidistantly and follow the338

shape of the object. The advantages and drawbacks of SDF can be339

seen in table 1, second column.340

3.4. Adaptively sampled distance function341

Adaptively sampled distance function (ADF) [FPRJ00] is a dis-342

tance function that is computed on hierarchical grids, e.g. tree-like343

data structures. ADF satisfies all the requirements of definitions344

3.1, 3.2 and 3.7. To our knowledge, there is no well-established345

formal definition of ADF in the literature. There are several works346

where ADF is interpreted in a different way compared to [FPRJ00].347

For example, in [WYJ∗11] ADF was defined using T-meshes with348

different interpolation operation for restoring the field, in [KDB16]349

it was suggested to use a hierarchical hp-adaptation for constructing350

ADF, in [TF18] it was suggested to construct ADF using estimation351

of the principal curvatures of the input surface. In this work we in-352

troduce a formal definition of ADF. Let us first give the definition353

of the hierarchical tree structure:354

Definition 3.8 Let a set of nodes and edges (Q,E) be an undirected355

connected graph T that contains no loops and starts at some partic-356

ular node of T . Then such a graph T is defined as a tree.357

Let space Rn be subdivided according to the local details using358

some k-ary tree T := (Q,E) with nodes q ∈ Q. Each node q is359

defined as an n-dimensional cell. According to the SDF definition360

3.7 we need to compute the distance to the boundary ∂G of the361

geometric subset G. Taking these preliminaries into account, let us362

formulate the ADF definition in the constructive manner:363

Definition 3.9 Let the geometric shape G ⊆ X of the object OADF
be defined in a metric space (X ,d). Let (X ,d) be subdivided into
nodes q ∈ Q with corner vertices pppi according to the level of de-
tail using k-ary tree T := (Q,E). Let the boundary ∂G be subdi-
vided with the maximum tree depth, while X\G and Gin be sub-
divided with some minimum tree depth. Let the corner vertices of
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Figure 4: The IDF field computed for the ’Stanford Bunny’ 3D mesh using the method described in [RLF09] and an SDF slice to show the
difference in nature of these fields. a) the IDF field computed on the boundary of the mesh. Black isolines show how the field is changing
according to the shape of the object; b) the interior slice of the mesh with computed IDFs. The yellow point ppps

in the slice corresponds to the ’source’ point. c) the SDF slice of the same model with computed interior and exterior distances. Colour
changing reflects how the distances are changing from interior to exterior of the object.

the boundary nodes q be defined as pppbi
. Then the distance function

between these points is d(pppi, pppbi
) ≡ FDF (pppi, pppbi

). Thereafter, the
ADF distance function FADF (ppp) on the tree T is restored at each
node q using some interpolation function FI(ppp) and is defined as
follows:

FADF (ppp) =

{
(FI ◦FDF )(ppp) if ppp ∈ G
−(FI ◦FDF )(ppp) otherwise

(8)

The ADF representation is defined in the form of an inequation:

OADF := FADF (ppp)≥ 0 (9)

The ADF field generated as it was described in [FPRJ00] has364

C0 discontinuities where the cells of different size appear and it365

has C1 discontinuities caused by the bilinear/trilinear interpolation366

that was used for restoring a DF at each cell. The generated ADF367

field for the FRep ’heart’ object can be seen in Fig. 3. The dis-368

tance field was restored using bilinear intertpolation, therefore, the369

field is non-smooth and has C0 discontinuities (some isolines are370

disconnected).371

The ADF representation provides the information about point372

membership in the same manner as FRep. The subset X can be373

subdivided using one of the types of k-ary trees: quadtrees or oc-374

trees. ADF can be used for an efficient interactive real-time mod-375

elling, e.g. sculpting, of the heterogeneous objects as the tree data376

structure provides fast access to object’s geometry and its speci-377

fied attributes. ADF is also suitable for solving surface restoration378

problems [DCL∗08,TF18]. It supports the same operations as SDF.379

ADF are especially suitable for dynamic simulations [KDB16], for380

example, morphing between shapes, as a hierarchical data struc-381

ture can efficiently be rebuilt at each animation frame [FPRJ00].382

The advantages and drawbacks of ADF can be seen in table 1, third383

column.384

3.5. Interior distance function385

Interior distance function (IDF) is not a well-established notion yet386

as in literature there is neither a general approach for generating387

DFs of this rather broad nature nor one unique name for them. In388

this work we suggest to use this notion for a representation with389

a defining function obtained as follows: the distance function is390

computed on the boundary of the object as a shortest path between391

boundary points and then the generated distances are smoothly in-392

terpolated in the object’s interior. Let us introduce the definition of393

IDF that relies on the definitions specified in subsection 3.1:394

Definition 3.10 Let the geometric shape G⊆ X of the object OIDF
be defined in a metric space (X ,d). Let points pppbi

belong to ∂G, and
let points pppink

belong to Gin. Let a distance function d(pppbi
, pppb j

)≡
FDF (pppbi

, pppb j
) = ||pppbi

− pppb j
||Rn between any boundary points pppbi

and pppb j
on a curved domain ∂G be recovered. Thereafter, by con-

structing an interpolation function FI(FDF (pppbi
, pppb j

), pppink
) that is at

least C1 continuous, boundary distances are extended to interior of
the object OIDF . Therefore, the IDF function can be defined as:

FIDF (pppink
) = FI(FDF (pppbi

, pppb j
), pppink

) (10)

where 0 ≤ i, j,< N, N is the number of boundary points, 0 ≤ k <
M, M is the number of interior points. The IDF representation is
defined in the form of an inequation:

OIDF := FIDF (ppp)≥ 0 (11)

Note, that the boundary of the object is treated as the source for395

generating interior distances.396

Technically, IDF is usually obtained by solving a partial differen-397

tial equation (PDE) or applying some numerical method, e.g., graph398

approaches [LRL11] or Markov chains [CL06]. Among PDE-based399

methods the following methods can be considered as represen-400

tative: geodesic distances obtained as the solution of heat equa-401

tion [CWW13], diffusion maps combined with smooth barycentric402

interpolation of the distances in interior of the object [RLF09], the403
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FRep SDF ADF IDF

ad
va

nt
ag

es

• FRep generalises implicit surface mod-
elling and extends a constructing mod-
elling approach;

• FRep supports point membership;
• FRep is closed guaranteeing to get an at

least C0 continuous resulting function;
• FRep covers solids, scalar fields, vol-

umes, time-dependent volumes and hy-
pervolumes for heterogeneous object
modelling.

• FRep has many well-developed oper-
ations that support multidimensional
transformations in Rn;

• SDF provides distances to the object
surface both inside and outside it;

• SDF is a Lipschitz continuous function;
• SDF is Frećhet differentiable almost ev-

erywhere;
• SDF satisfies the solution of the eikonal

equation;
• SDF supports point membership;
• SDF is effectively discretised, has a

predictable field behaviour and is effi-
ciently rendered.

• ADF data structure efficiently subdi-
vides the Euclidean space Rn according
to the level of detail;

• ADF distances are adaptively sampled;
• ADF supports point membership;
• ADF possesses an efficient memory

management: in a small amount of
memory a significant amount of infor-
mation about the object can be stored;

• ADF hierarchical tree data structure is
fast to rebuild that makes it possible to
handle time-variant objects;

• ADF can be efficiently rendered in real
time.

• IDF is shape-aware;
• IDF is deformed with the boundary;
• IDF is smooth;
• IDF is suitable for the distance-based at-

tribute definition in interior of the ob-
ject.

dr
aw

ba
ck

s

• Distances can be obtained for a limited
number of FRep objects;

• FRep object can have a boundary with
dangling portions that are not adjacent
to the interior of the object;

• FRep has an unpredictable non-distance
based behaviour of the resulting field
and, as a consequence, it is sometimes
problematic to render in 3D.

• SDF is not differentiable at some points
of Euclidean Rn space. Loss of SDF dif-
ferentiability happens when the current
point is sufficiently close to a concave
singularity (a concave corner/edge);

• SDF has discontinuous gradients on the
object’s medial axes;

• SDF is not smooth;
• SDF is not suitable for attribute mod-

elling due to C1 discontinuity.

• ADF field has C0 discontinuities where
cells of the different size appear as the
result of the hierarchical subdivision;

• ADF field has C1 discontinuities that are
introduced by the bilinear/trilinear in-
terpolation [FPRJ00] during reconstruc-
tion of the field at each cell;

• ADF is not suitable for attribute mod-
elling due to C0 and C1 discontinuities.

• IDF can be computationally expensive;
• IDF field accuracy for some methods is

highly dependent on a time step and type
of the used discretisation;

• IDF is defined only in interior of the ob-
ject.

Table 1: Comparison table of the advantages and drawbacks of FRep, SDFs, ADFs and IDFs.

optimal mass transport [SRGB14] and some others. IDF is usu-404

ally used in the tasks related to shape analysis [RLF09], geometry405

restoration [PS12], morphing and less commonly for an attribute406

definition in interior of the object [FSP15].407

In Fig. 4 we show how the approach described in [RLF09] can408

be applied to the polygonal mesh of the ’Stanford Bunny’. The dis-409

tances are computed on the boundary, as it can be seen in the part410

(a), using the diffusion maps, and then propagated in interior of the411

object, as it can be seen in the part (b), using the barycentric in-412

terpolation. A simple procedure of IDF isolines generation is the413

computing of distances from the fixed ’source’ point ppps to other414

points of the mesh. If we compare two pictures shown in Fig. 4415

(b) and (c), we can see that the distance fields obtained in interior416

of the bunny are completely different. The IDF field (b) is smooth417

and continuous while the SDF field (c) is not smooth and has some418

sharp features in interior of the object.419

The advantages and drawbacks of IDF can be found in table 1,420

last column.421

3.6. Heterogeneous objects422

In the previous subsections we have discussed how geometric shape423

of objects can be defined using distance-based methods. In this sub-424

section we discuss how attributes can be considered in concert with425

the geometric shape of the object to represent the heterogeneous426

object. Let us first introduce a general definition of the heteroge-427

neous object.428

Definition 3.11 Let the object OH be defined as a two component
tuple: geometric shape G ⊆ X in the form of a multidimensional
point-set geometry and attributes Ai corresponding to the physical
properties of the object OH . Then such object OH is a heteroge-
neous object defined as:

OH := (G,A1, ...,An), (12)

where n ∈ N is the number of attributes.429

Attribute distributions specified in heterogeneous objects OH can430

be uniform or non-uniform. For instance, the simple example of431

the uniform distribution can be a homogeneously coloured object.432

As to non-uniformity, it can be presented as porous structures or433

microstructures with non-linear varying density.434

In this work we will apply the hypervolume model [PASS01] to435

define heterogeneous objects OHV using FRep or any other distance436

function-based representation. A hypervolume object is defined as437

follows:438

Definition 3.12 Let the geometric shape G of OHV be defined by
a real-valued function FG(ppp), ppp ∈ Rn that is at least C0 continuous
and let attributes be defined by any FAi(ppp). Then heterogeneous
object OHV is defined as:

OHV := (G,A1, ...,An) : (FG(ppp),FA1(ppp), ...,FAn(ppp)), (13)

where n ∈ N is the number of attributes.439

In general case, attribute functions FAi(ppp) are not necessarily440

continuous. However, as it was shown in [BST04], better control441

of the attributes on the surface and in the interior of the distance-442

based objects can be achieved when the attribute defining functions443

are parameterised by the distances. The main requirement for the444

distance function is to be at least C1 continuous. This requirement445

prevents the appearing of stress concentrations, creases and other446

singularities in modelled attribute distributions.447

There are several interesting examples discussed in [BST04]. In448

particular, the distance-based smooth and differentiable attribute449

functions were applied to represent a parabolic distribution of the450

graded refractive index in Y-shaped solid of the waveguide. In this451

case, it is important that the distribution of the index of refraction452

is uniform and smooth. Another example is to use such distance-453

based attribute functions for modelling different types of materials,454

e.g. silicon carbide (SiC). It is important to note that the approach455

introduced in [BST04] was not applied to such attributes as tex-456

tures, colours and similar attributes.457
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Figure 5: The STB-based metamorphosis operation over the initially FRep ’heart’ converted to HFRep and initially BRep ’cube’ converted
to SDF ’cube’. Supplementary video: figure5.m4v

4. Hybrid function representation458

In this section we introduce and systematically describe a general459

approach for defining heterogeneous volumetric objects using a460

hybrid function representation (HFRep). First, we list the require-461

ments for HFRep, then outline its mathematical basics, and finally462

describe its properties with respect to four basic DF-based repre-463

sentations.464

4.1. Problem statement465

Let us give the exact problem statement. Our goal is to propose a466

hybrid function representation (HFRep) that is suitable for defining467

volumetric heterogeneous objects. We assume that the geometric468

shape G of the given object is defined by FRep, and its defining469

function is known. To devise the HFRep embracing advantages and470

circumventing disadvantages of FRep, SDF, ADF, IDF, it is essen-471

tial to obtain a real-valued defining function in an n-dimensional472

Euclidean space with the following properties:473

1. The HFRep function should provide sufficiently accurate dis-474

tance approximation in Euclidean space Rn without C0 and C1
475

discontinuities.476

2. The HFRep function should be at least C0 continuous with pos-477

sibility to enforce it to be at least C1 continuous.478

3. The HFRep function should satisfy the point membership test:479

it should be positive in interior of the geometric shape G, take480

exact zero values only at the object boundary ∂G and it should481

be negative in exterior of the geometric shape X\G;482

4. The HFRep should be a multidimensional object representation;483

in particular, dealing with 4D objects is of paramount impor-484

tance to cover time-variant models with the fourth ’time’ coor-485

dinate;486

5. The HFRep representation should be suitable for the heteroge-487

neous object modelling allowing for defining attribute functions488

related to the geometry;489

6. The HFRep attribute functions should depend on evaluation490

point ppp ∈ G and be parameterised by distance values of the ob-491

tained HFRep geometry function.492

The fulfilment of these conditions guarantees that the gener-493

ated object will be watertight and such operations as blending and494

metamorphosis will not suffer from creases. Overall, the defining495

Figure 6: The illustration of HFRep based on FRep and ADF with
applied PHT-spline (a polynomial spline over hierarchical T-mesh)
interpolation to restore the distance field at each cell. ADFs are
generated using a numerical solution of the eikonal equation on
the quadtree. a) the FRep field; b) a hierarchical quadtree subdi-
vision (the maximum tree depth equals to 10 with 4201 leaves); c)
UDF computed on the quadtree with the applied PHT-spline inter-
polation for restoring distances at each quadtree cell; d) the HFRep
field that was obtained using the generated ADF.

HFRep function that is considered in concert with attribute func-496

tions parameterised by distances will be suitable for dealing with497

multi-material aspects of heterogeneous objects including time-498

variant ones.499

4.2. Definition of the hybrid function representation500

First, we provide a mathematical definition for the geometric as-501

pects of HFRep. Then we add the part related to attributes. The502
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Inherited from FRep Inherited from SDF Inherited from ADF Inherited from IDF

• The continuity of the HFRep function de-
pends on the continuity of the FRep func-
tion.

• The HFRep object is watertight.
• HFRep represents multidimensional ob-

jects, in particular 4D objects with the
fourth coordinate specified as time.

• HFRep provides at least C0 continuous dis-
tance function;

• the HFRep object is watertight;
• the HFRep function is Lipshitz continuous

and Frećhet differentiable everywhere;
• the HFRep function satisfies the solution of

the eikonal equation;
• the HFRep object can be efficiently discre-

tised and rendered.

• HFRep provides at least C0 continuous dis-
tance function for any FRep object that was
spatially subdivided according to the local
details using a hierarchical data structure;

• Hierarchical data structure can also be used
for defining and storing object’s attributes.

• HFRep provides at least a C0 continuous
unsigned distance function for any FRep
object in its interior if IDF is used for ob-
taining distances;

• Distances in the interior of the HFRep ob-
ject are shape-aware and deformed with
boundaries;

• There is also a potential for modelling at-
tributes in interior of the volumetric object.

Table 2: Properties of the hybrid function representation that depend on the combination of FRep with one of the distance fields.

geometric shape G of an HFRep object OHFRep is defined as fol-503

lows:504

Definition 4.1 Let the geometric shape G⊆ X of the object OHFRep

be defined in a metric space (X ,d). Given at least C0 or C1 contin-
uous FRep function FFRep(ppp), the distance to the object boundary
∂G is defined as (FI ◦FDF )(ppp,∂G)≡ (FI ◦FDF )(ppp), where FI(·) is
at least C1 continuous interpolation function and d(·, ·)≡ FDF (·, ·)
is a distance-based function, in particular SDF, ADF or IDF. Then
the HFRep function is defined as follows:

FHFRep(ppp) = (Fsign ◦FFRep)(ppp) · (FI ◦FDF )(ppp) (14)

where Fsign(·) is an at least C1 continuous function that provides a
sign for the computed function (FI ◦ d)(ppp) and satisfies the FRep
point membership test , equation (5). Finally, the HFRep represen-
tation is defined as:

OHFRep := FHFRep(ppp)≥ 0 (15)

The continuity of the HFRep function FHFRep(ppp) depends on the505

continuity of the FRep function FFRep(ppp). In the case when we are506

dealing only with geometric shapes, it is sufficient to have C0 conti-507

nuity for the HFRep function. Otherwise, in case of heterogeneous508

object modelling, the HFRep function should belong to the class of509

functions that are at least C1 continuous. We will give details on510

how to control the continuity of the HFRep function later in this511

section.512

Now let us show that FHFRep(ppp) continuity is either C0 or C1. By513

applying a smoothing interpolation function FI(·) that is at least C1
514

continuous to the discrete unsigned distance field (UDF) obtained515

using FDF (ppp,∂G) ∈ C0, we enforce the property (FI ◦FDF )(ppp) ∈516

C1. The composition of functions (Fsign ◦FFRep)(ppp) is at least C0
517

or C1 continuous, depending on the continuity of FFRep(ppp). The518

theorem about the continuity of the composition of two continuous519

functions was proven in [Bom67]. Therefore the continuity of the520

HFRep function is defined as: CHFRep = min(Cm
Fsign◦FFRep

,Ck
FI◦FDF

),521

where m = 0 or m = 1, k = 1, i.e. the minimum class of continuity522

between two function compositions.523

Now on the basis of definition 3.12, we can formulate the defi-524

nition of the heterogeneous HFRep object OHV,HFRep as follows:525

Definition 4.2 Let the geometric shape G of OHV,HFRep be de-
fined by at least C1 continuous FG(ppp) = FHFRep(ppp) distance-
based function. Let the attribute Ai be defined as a real-valued
function FAi(FHFRep(ppp), ppp). Then the HFRep heterogeneous object

Figure 7: (a) ’Star’ object and its FRep field; (b) the HFRep ’star’
object generated on the basis of the FRep object. The boundary
of the FRep object (a) was extracted and then used for computing
boundary distances. The obtained distances were interpolated in
interior of the HFRep ’star’ object using barycentric interpolation
and mean-value coordinates. The isolines and colour show how the
field changes from the source point ppps towards the object boundary.

OHV,HFRep is defined as:

OHV,HFRep :=

{
FG(ppp) := FHFRep ≥ 0
FAi(FHFRep(ppp), ppp), i = [0, ..,n] ∈ N

(16)

where n is a number of attributes.526

The properties of the introduced hybrid function representation527

are outlined in table 2. It shows be-pair combinations of FRep with528

one of the distance fields, namely SDF, ADF or IDF.529

Fig. 5 shows a metamorphosis between two oscillating 4D geo-530

metric shapes (’heart’, initially the FRep object then converted to531

HFrep; ’cube’, initially the BRep object then converted to SDF) us-532

ing the space-time blending (STB) method [TAPA20]. The result is533

a non-distance functionally defined watertight object that is contin-534

uous and smooth.535

In Fig. 6 (d), we demonstrate the restored distance field com-536

puted on the hierarchical grid obtained for the initial FRep object537

defined as a ’treble clef’, Fig. 6 (a) . There is neither C0 nor C1
538

discontinuities in the field as it can be seen in Fig. 6, (c) or (d). All539

the isolines are smooth and continuous.540

In Fig. 7, (b) we show a simple example of interior distances541

computed for the FRep ’star’ object, Fig. 7 (a), that was con-542

structed using seven set-theoretic operations. First, the boundary of543

the FRep object was extracted for computing boundary distances.544
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Figure 8: The illustration of the basic algorithm: a) step 1: the computed field of the ’robot’ FRep object; b) steps 2 - 3: the computed
unsigned distance field that can be obtained using, e.g., the distance transform or a numerical solution of the eikonal equation. The obtained
field is smoothed using some spline interpolation; c) step 4: the generated HFRep field.

Then, the interior of the obtained convex contour was triangulated.545

Finally, the boundary distances were propagated in interior of the546

shape as it is described in [RLF09]. The black isolines show that547

the obtained field is at least C1 continuous as they are smoothly548

changing in the object interior.549

5. Basic algorithm for generating HFRep550

Let us outline in a step-by-step manner the algorithmic solution551

on generating the HFRep functions. The basic algorithm covers552

all paired combinations of FRep with DF representations, namely553

SDF, ADF and IDF, and allows to generate both a geometric shape554

and attributes. Some steps of the basic algorithm will be slightly555

different depending on the particular type of the DF paired with556

FRep. All examples in this and the following sections were com-557

puted on a laptop with a 2.6 GHz Intel Skylake 6700 processor and558

16 Gb of RAM.559

Let us start from the algorithm for generating a geometric shape560

of the object OHV,HFRep . Fig. 8 demonstrates the generated function561

field for each step of the basic algorithm.562

5.1. Algorithm for HFRep geometry generation563

1. According to the definition 4.1, we start the construction564

of an HFRep object OHFRep from defining the FRep func-565

tion FFRep(ppp) for its geometric shape G. The FRep function566

FFRep(ppp) can be defined analytically, with function evaluating567

algorithm or using a point cloud for which it is possible to ob-568

tain a real-valued at least C0 continuous FFRep(ppp). It could also569

be a a complex FRep object that is obtained in the form of a570

constructive tree.571

At this step we can also enforce HFRep function FHFRep(ppp) to
be at least C1 continuous as its continuity depends on the con-
tinuity of FFRep(ppp). We have to examine the obtained FFRep(ppp)
for continuity and differentiability. The most practically used
FRep set-theoretic operations in the form of the following R-

function system are [PASS95]:

f∪( f1(ppp), f2(ppp)) = f1 + f2 +
√

f 2
1 + f 2

2 (17)

f∩( f1(ppp), f2(ppp)) = f1 + f2−
√

f 2
1 + f 2

2

These functions have C1 discontinuity in points where both ar-
guments are equal to zero. Accordingly, the resulting function
will only be C0 continuous. If we need to obtain an at least C1

continuous resulting function, we can apply another R-function
system that is at least Cn−1 continuous [Rva82]:

f∪( f1(ppp), f2(ppp)) =



f1 f2( f n
1 + f n

2 )
−1/n, ∀ f1 > 0, f2 > 0;

f1, ∀ f1 ≤ 0, f2 ≥ 0;

f2, ∀ f1 ≥ 0, f2 ≤ 0;

(−1)n+1( f n
1 + f n

2 )
1/n, ∀ f1 < 0; f2 < 0;

(18)

f∩( f1(ppp), f2(ppp)) =



( f n
1 + f n

2 )
1/n, ∀ f1 > 0, f2 > 0;

f2, ∀ f1 ≤ 0, f2 ≥ 0;

f1, ∀ f1 ≥ 0, f2 ≤ 0;

(−1)n+1 f1 f2( f n
1 + f n

2 )
−1/n, ∀ f1 < 0; f2 < 0;

where f1(ppp) and f2(ppp) are FRep functions.572

Fig. 8, (a) shows the FRep field obtained for the ’robot’ object,573

that was generated using 39 set-theoretic operations, equation574

(17), applied to circles and rectangles. In our implementation it575

took 0.32 seconds to generate the FRep field.576

577

2. The values of the function FFRep(ppp) are used as an input for
computing distance functions FDF (ppp,∂G) that should satisfy
one of the definitions 3.7, 3.9 or 3.10. At this step we obtain
an unsigned distance function that is defined as:

FDF (ppp) = d(ppp,∂G), ∀ppp ∈ X (19)

Fig. 8, (b) shows the unsigned distance field that was obtained578

on the basis of a typical SDF generation algorithm [LL92]. It579

took 0.018 seconds to generate the UDF field.580
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If the distances are computed using ADF, first, we need to subdi-581

vide the space using a hierarchical data structure, e.g. quadtree,582

Fig. 6, (b) and during its construction we also need to compute583

basis functions, basis vertices and extraction operators for the584

hierarchical splines. Then we need to compute the distances at585

the corner vertices of each cell. Finally, we restore distances in586

interior of each cell using at least C1 continuous spline-based587

interpolation to obtain a smooth and continuous distance field,588

e.g. shown in Fig. 6, (c). It took 9 seconds to generate the UDF589

field using our unoptimised implementation.590

Specifically for IDFs, the function FDF (ppp) is defined according591

to equation (10). Distances are computed on the boundary of the592

object OFRep and then interpolated in its interior. In Fig. 7 (a),593

we can see the field of the FRep-defined ’star’ object that was594

used for generating HFRep IDF-based field that is shown in Fig.595

7, (b). It took 16 seconds to generate the IDF field of this ’star’596

object.597

In Fig. 9, (a) we show a possible extrapolation scheme that can598

be used to obtain distances in exterior of the object and make599

an IDF-based field signed at the last step of this algorithm.600

To do this, we need to use the boundary distances (Fig. 9, (a),601

dark blue circles) and an appropriate at least C1 continuous602

extrapolation operation, that will be used for obtaining distances603

outside the object (9, Fig.7(a), red circles).604

605

3. The distance field obtained at the previous step is unsigned and
discrete as it was computed on the finite point subset X ⊂Rn. To
enforce the continuity and smoothness of the computed field, we
need to apply some at least C1 continuous interpolation function
(FI ◦FDF )(ppp) to the generated unsigned field, e.g. spline-based:

FsmDF (ppp) = (FI ◦FDF )(ppp) (20)

We also need to apply a smoothing operation to an IDF field606

if at the previous step an extrapolation operation was applied.607

Otherwise, IDFs are smooth as smoothness is their inherent608

property. An important requirement for the interpolation609

function FI(·) is to avoid introducing extra zeros in the dis-610

tance field generated using function FDF (ppp,∂G). It took 0.013611

seconds to compute a smoothed UDF field for the ’robot’ object.612

613

4. Finally, as the distance field obtained after previous steps is
unsigned, we need to restore the field sign to distinguish be-
tween exterior X \G, boundary ∂G and interior Gin of the object
OHV,HFRep . We suggest to use some at least C1 continuous step-
function Fst(FFRep(ppp)) with the scope [−1,1], that depends on
the values of the defining FRep function FFRep(ppp) and approxi-
mates its well-defined behaviour (−1 in exterior of the object, 0
on the boundary of the object and +1 in interior of the object).
Therefore, the resulting HFRep function FHFRep(ppp) is defined
according to definition 4.1 as follows:

FHFRep(ppp) = (Fst ◦FFRep)(ppp) ·FsmDF (ppp) (21)

The HFRep field generated by this function can be seen in Fig.614

8, (c). It took 0.037 seconds to generate the HFRep field of615

the ’robot’ object. After a geometric shape of the HFRep ob-616

ject OHFRep was generated, we can apply different operations617

to it provided that they are realised by functions which are at618

least C0 continuous. The HFRep object is also compatible with619

Figure 9: Two cases when extrapolation is important to enforce
the continuity of the field: a) when we have DF (light pink and
light orange colours) for two objects that are distantly placed in
space. In this case we need to extrapolate the distance values into
the points of the green grid; b) when we computed the IDF and it
is essential to obtain distances in exterior of the object.

other distance-based objects. However, to preserve the distance620

properties for the object obtained after applying multiple oper-621

ations, we might need to apply the steps of this algorithm again622

to this object.623

There is a limited number of operations that preserve the dis-624

tance property for the geometric shape G of the object obtained625

after their application. These operations are rigid (Euclidean) trans-626

formations: rotations, translations, reflections or their combina-627

tion. Another distance preserving operations [PT92] are affine628

translations, offsetting, linear surface interpolation, surface blur-629

ring and compression, set-theoretic operations in the form of630

min( f1(ppp), f2(ppp) or max( f1(ppp), f2(ppp) [Rva82]. In cases of other631

operations [RMD11] (e.g., scaling, blending, space-time blend-632

ing, twisting, tapering and sweeping, set-theoretic operations in the633

form of R-functions [PASS95]) after their application, we have to634

apply the basic algorithm to the obtained object to restore the dis-635

tance property.636

To make the HFRep representation continuous on the whole do-637

main of the Euclidean space Rn, we suggest to apply some at least638

C1 continuous extrapolation operation to the generated field of the639

object. To explain this idea in more details let us consider the fol-640

lowing example shown in Fig. 9, (b). In this figure we have two blue641

objects defined on their own pink grids and spaced from each other,642

so their defining grids are not overlapping. If we want to work with643

them, e.g. by applying some operation, we need somehow to define644

the distances in the points of interest of the green grid. One can645

extrapolate and average the distances between two pink grids and646

avoid full reinitialisation of the distances for both objects.647

5.2. Algorithm for HFRep attribute definition648

To set up the attributes in interior of the HFRep object OHV,HFRep , we649

assume that we have obtained a C1 continuous distance function for650

a geometric shape. Now we can deal with the attributes that are pa-651

rameterised by the distances as it was required by definition 4.2.652

Object attributes could be of different nature and there is no single653
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Figure 10: The comparison of the field restoration at each subdi-
vided hierarchical cell using bilinear interpolation (a) and PHT-
spline interpolation (b). In red circles we can see the C0 discon-
tinuity in the field isolines where the cells of different size appear
next to each other.

algorithm to define all of them. In this work we consider such at-654

tributes as colours, microstructures, and simple 2D and volumetric655

textures based on noise functions parameterised by distances.656

Let us formulate the basic algorithm for specifying an attribute657

component Ai of the OHV,HFRep on the basis of already defined ge-658

ometry:659

1. Depending on the nature of the attributes and how they are660

distributed in interior of the object OHV,HFRep , there are two661

possible types of object partitioning: single and multiple662

partitions. At this step we need to subdivide an object OHV,HFRep663

according to the chosen partitioning scheme.664

665

2. Then we specify and evaluate an attribute function666

FAi(FHFRep(ppp), ppp) for each partition to set up the attributes at667

the points ppp ∈ G. These functions depend on the evaluation668

point coordinate and are parameterised by the computed669

distance using FHFRep(ppp) values.670

671

3. In case when we have a multiple partitioned object with sev-672

eral specified attributes, we can obtain a single attribute func-673

tion for all subsets Ai by applying some interpolation, e.g. trans-674

finite interpolation [RSST01] or space-time transfinite interpo-675

lation [SFA∗15].676

The more detailed discussion how to deal with attributes will be677

provided in section 7.678

6. Algorithmic solutions for HFRep geometric shape679

generation680

In this section we provide a detailed description of several partic-681

ular steps of the basic algorithm outlined in the previous section.682

We consider a variety of combinations of FRep and SDF, ADF or683

IDF representations and propose a number of original solutions for684

solving problematic issues. The first step of the algorithm has been685

already discussed. In the next sections we discuss steps 2 - 4 (see686

Figs. 8, (b) and (c)).687

6.1. Step 2: Generation of the unsigned distance field688

In this subsection we describe the solutions for generating UDFs.689

We show how some existing techniques can be used in this context690

and also introduce a novel method for the ADF generation.691

SDF generation. To compute an approximate UDF, the most692

widely used class of methods is the distance transform (DT)693

[JBS06]. DTs are efficiently generated on regular grids. In this694

work we suggest using the vector DT in which the vector com-695

ponents are propagated across the uniform grid. It provides a suffi-696

ciently accurate distance approximation. We follow the typical vec-697

tor DT algorithm described in [LL92] for 2D case and [Dan80] for698

3D case.699

A definitive way to obtain an accurate DF for the object is to nu-
merically solve the eikonal equation or the level-set PDEs [GM19].
The numerical solution of PDE is quite time-consuming unless it is
a multi-threading implementation of the method. The accuracy of
the field is also highly dependent on the method. One of the robust
methods for solving the eikonal equation is the fast iterative method
(FIM) [JW08]. It numerically solves a nonlinear Hamilton-Jacobi
PDE defined on a Cartesian grid with a scalar speed function:

H(p,∇φ) = |∇φ(p)|2− 1
f 2(p)

= 0, ∀p ∈ X⊂ Rn (22)

φ(p) = 0, p ∈ Γ⊂ Rn

where X is a domain in Rn, Γ is the boundary condition, φ(p) is a700

travel time of the distance from the source to the grid point p, f (p)701

is a positive speed function and H(p,∇φ) is the Hamiltonian. The702

computed numerical solution is an unsigned distance on a uniform703

grid.704

ADF generation. To generate UDF on the hierarchical grid we705

briefly outline an original adaptation of the FIM method for solving706

the eikonal equation that also utilises PHT-splines [WYJ∗11] capa-707

bility of the accurate geometry restoration. Our algorithm partly re-708

lies on the algorithm introduced in [JW08] to inherit its advantages709

such as independent computation of each node and a simple data710

structure (an active list L or a doubly linked list) for handling node711

updates. A detailed description of the hierarchical FIM (HFIM) al-712

gorithm will be presented elsewhere.713

The algorithm consists of two parts: (1) initialisation of the grid714

and (2) iterative updates of the numerical solution of the eikonal715

equation. First, we subdivide the space using quadtree/octree ac-716

cording to the values of the FRep field. We need to subdivide the717

exterior and interior of the FRep object with a small tree depth and718

its boundary with the maximum tree depth. While executing the hi-719

erarchical subdivision of the space, we also need to compute the720

basis functions for the PHT-splines [WYJ∗11] and reconstruct the721

PHT-spline surface that will be used for restoring distances in inte-722

rior of each cell node.723

1. We need to define the FRep object OFRep using at least C0
724

continuous FRep function FFRep(ppp). In the Fig. 6, (a) we show725

the defined FRep object that we will further subdivide in the726

next step.727

728

2. After we have defined OFRep using FFRep(ppp), we need to729

subdivide space using some tree-structure according to the730
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Figure 11: HFRep based on hybridisation of FRep and IDF generated for FRep ’heart’ object using the method from [RLF09]. a) the
diffusion map computed on the surface of the object that is used for restoring distances at the shape boundary; b) the distances obtained at
the boundary of the object shape that are shown as black isolines; c) is the tetrahedral slice of the mesh with isolines corresponding to the
interior distances. The yellow point ppps

corresponds to the ’source’ point defined in the object interior.

following rule: the exterior X\G of OFRep should be subdivided731

with lowest tree depth, the boundary ∂G of OFRep should be732

subdivided with highest tree depth and the interior Gin of OFRep733

should be subdivided according to the user needs. In the Fig. 6,734

(b) we show the subdivided FRep object.735

736

3. During the subdivision process of the Euclidean space, we737

have to compute PHT-spline basis functions at each cell of the738

constructing T-mesh including Beźier extraction operators and739

new basis indices. The obtained basis functions, operators and740

tensor products will be further used for the restoration of the741

distance field.742

743

4. After we finished the subdivision of the Euclidean space744

according to steps two and three, we need to traverse the tree745

and set to zero those vertices of the cells that store the FRep746

values approximately equal to zero. The rest of the vertices are747

set to a relatively huge value. Thereafter, vertices that are equal748

to zero and the corresponding nodes are stored in the active list.749

750

5. The iterative computation of the solution of the eikonal751

equation on the hierarchical grid follows the logic of the752

FIM algorithm [JW08], but all steps are executed taking into753

account a hierarchical nature of the grid. The eikonal equation754

is iteratively solved using the first order upwind Godunov755

discretisation scheme that is modified for computations on the756

grid with irregular steps. The computed solution is stored and757

updated in all nodes that share the same vertices. The iterative758

computation is finished when the active list is empty.759

760

6. After obtaining the solution of the eikonal equation at each cor-761

ner vertex of each cell of the hierarchical grid, we can restore the762

distance field using the already constructed PHT-spline surface.763

As we have stated in subsection 3.4, the ADF field has C0 dis-764

continuities that arise after the hierarchical subdivision where cells765

of different size appear. In Fig. 10, (a), the discontinuities in the766

white isolines are located in the red circles. C1 discontinuities are767

introduced by the bilinear/trilinear interpolation that is used for the768

field restoration in interior of each cell (see Fig. 10, a). As it can769

be seen in Fig. 10, (b) the field generated by our method with PHT-770

spline restoration of the field successfully solves these drawbacks.771

All the isolines are continuous and smooth.772

The accuracy of the restored field can be enhanced if an er-773

ror based refinement operation for the hierarchical is implemented.774

This will allow to obtain a more accurate PHT-spline approxima-775

tion of the computed field as well as a more accurate solution of776

the eikonal equation on the refined grid. Our implementation of the777

proposed HFIM method is also not well-optimised yet, and the al-778

gorithm should be further developed for parallel computations.779

IDF generation. IDFs are usually computed using the solution780

of some PDE equations or, alternatively, some graph-based ap-781

proach. We suggest using the approach described in [RLF09].782

The generation of IDFs is based on propagation of the distances783

computed on the boundary of the mesh in its interior. We will use784

Fig. 11 with the generated IDF field to explain how this method785

works. We start from triangulating an input geometric shape G of786

the FRep object OFRep to generate the boundary surface ∂G for fur-787

ther computations. The method, described in [RLF09] was applied788

to tetrahedralised meshes and consists of two parts.789

First, we embed surface vertices pppbi
in some m-dimensional Rm

790

space using a map pppbi
7→ ppp∗bi

∈ Rm. This map was suggested to791

compute using diffusion maps introduced in [CL06]. It can be ob-792

tained by computing an eigendecomposition {λk,φk}n
k=1 of a dis-793

crete Laplace-Beltrami operator of the mesh. In Fig. 11(a) we show794

the diffusion map obtained for the ’heart’ object. The diffusion dis-795

tances are computed as a Euclidean distance using obtained eigen-796

values and eigenvectors [dGGV08].797

After the diffusion distances were computed on the surface of798

the mesh as it can be seen in Fig.11 (b), they are extended to the in-799
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Figure 12: Plots of hyperbolic tangent sigmoid functions with ac-
cording slope values sl . Red line: Ssig(x), sl = 10−4. Blue line:
Ssig(x),sl = 10−5.

terior of the mesh using barycentric interpolation. If point qqq ∈ Gin,800

then the barycentric representation of it is qqq 7→ qqq∗ = ∑i ωi(qqq)νννi,801

where ωi(·) are barycentric coordinates (e.g. mean-value coordi-802

nates in 2D [HF06] or in 3D [JSW05]). Finally, the distance in803

interior of the mesh can be obtained using computed diffusion dis-804

tances F2
DF (pppi, ppp j) and barycentric interpolation.805

In Fig. 11 (c) we show a slice of the ’heart’ object. The IDF field806

was computed between fixed ’source’ point and other points of the807

mesh. One can see that the interior field is continuous, smoothly808

changing and following the boundary of the object. In our imple-809

mentation it took 0.7 seconds to compute the tetrahedralised FRep810

’heart’ object. To compute the diffusion map it took 0.4 seconds811

and the computation of the IDF field took 115 seconds.812

At this step we can apply an extrapolation operation (e.g., using a813

wavenumber based extrapolation [TK00]) to the obtained IDF field814

to propagate the distances to exterior of the object using the already815

computed boundary distances. This operation will allow us to make816

the IDF field signed at the last step of the basic algorithm.817

One of the limitations of the chosen method for the IDF gen-818

eration is that it was specifically developed for tetrahedral meshes819

[RLF09]. As a consequence, to make it compatible with other al-820

ready discussed hybrid schemes, the generated tetrahedral mesh821

should be converted to a voxel representation and the computed822

IDF field interpolated in voxel centres. This method is also rela-823

tively slow to compute.824

6.2. Step 3: Smoothing an obtained UDF825

The resulting distance function FDF (p) for SDF, ADF or IDF is826

unsigned and satisfies the equation (19). Having obtained UDF, we827

need to smooth the generated discrete field. To enforce an at least828

C1 continuity and essential smoothness for the obtained field, we829

need to use some at least C1 continuous interpolation function, e.g.830

B-splines or bicubic/tricubic splines [Kno00].831

Figure 13: The demonstration of HFRep C1 continuity. a) the
HFRep ’star’ object that was computed with sl = 0.00001 for Fsig,
equation (23); b) the HFRep ’star’ object that was computed with
sl = 0.1 for the Fsig, equation (23); all sharp features are smooth,
i.e. the HFRep function is C1 continuous.

6.3. Step 4: Distinguishing between interior, boundary and832

exterior of the object833

At the previous step we had obtained a smooth and continuous un-834

signed distance function FsmDF (ppp) defined by equation (20) that835

we used to compute UDF. Now, at the fourth step of the basic al-836

gorithm, we need to define the sign of UDF. To restore the sign we837

suggest to use a smooth step-function that depends on the values838

of the FRep function FFRep(ppp), defined at the first step of the ba-839

sic algorithm. The step-function Fst(FFRep(ppp)) should satisfy the840

following requirements:841

1. it is approximately equal−1 when it corresponds to the exterior842

of the FRep object, FFRep(ppp)< 0;843

2. it should be approximately equal to 0 on the boundary of the844

FRep object, FFRep(ppp) = 0;845

3. it should be approximately equal to 1 inside the FRep object,846

FFRep(ppp)> 0;847

4. it should be at least C1 continuous everywhere in a Euclidean848

space Rn;849

5. it should barely modify the values of UDF.850

We have identified two classes of functions which satisfy these
requirements. These are sigmoid functions and spline functions,
particularly cubic splines with Hermite end conditions, to estimate
the slopes [Kno00]. In this work we use the hyperbolic tangent
sigmoid function [VMR∗88] (see Fig. 12). By controlling slope
parameter sl , it is possible to get nearly step-function behaviour
around zero:

Fsig(x) =
r

1+ exp(−2x/sl)
− r

2
, ∀x ∈ R (23)

where r controls the range of the Fst(x) along y-axes. We need to set851
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Figure 14: The illustration of the HFRep heterogeneous object
based on the FRep and SDF representations with incorporated
microstructure. a) the rendered HFRep ’sphere’ object using the
sphere-tracing method (left) and its isolines (right); b) the rendered
HFRep ’heart’ object using sphere-tracing method (left) and its iso-
lines (right);

parameter r = 2 to make the function (23) be defined in the interval852

(−1,1) along the y-axes.853

The continuity of the HFRep function can be visualised as it is854

shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13 (a), we show half of the ’star’ object855

that was generated with sl = 10−5 to follow the step-function shape856

as close as possible. In Fig. 13 (b), we show half of the ’star’ object857

that was generated with sl = 0.1 to smooth the isolines shape. We858

can see that the C1 continuity of the generated distance field is pre-859

served and the obtained geometric shape of the object is watertight.860

7. Dealing with attributes in HFRep framework861

In this section we show how we practically work with HFRep het-862

erogeneous objects in terms of their attributes. In section 5 we863

have outlined the basic algorithm for generating HFRep attribute864

functions. However, there is no universal approach for dealing with865

HFRep object attributes because of their widely various nature. In866

this section we show how the proposed framework works for some867

representative attributes, namely, microstructures, colour and ma-868

terial attributes. We show the microstructures (Fig. 14), two hetero-869

geneous objects with defined procedural marble material param-870

eterised by the SDF distance (Fig. 16), an HFRep 2D ’H’ object871

with three different parameterisations of the procedural wood func-872

tion by the IDF distance (Fig. 17), a heterogeneous model of the873

COVID-19 virus cell (Fig. 18) and two models of metamorphosis874

dealing with a dynamic (time-variant) smooth transition from one875

HFRep object to another (Figs. 15 and 19).876

Figure 15: The illustration of the metamorphosis between two
HFRep textured objects using the STB and STTI techniques. The
texturing was made using procedural noise functions. Supplemen-
tary video: figure15.m4v

7.1. Microstructures877

In Fig. 14 we demonstrate how microstructures in interior of the
OHFRep object are implemented. The microstructures were defined
as incorporated infinite slabs in interior of the ’sphere’ and ’heart’
objects using set-theoretic operations (18). The infinite slabs were
defined according to [PFV∗11] as follows:

S(ppp) = sin(ννν� ppp+φφφ)+ lll; (24)

where S(ppp)≥ 0 is a vector function, with components defined as a878

set of slabs orthogonal to either X or Y or Z-axes, ννν is a frequency879

vector, with components defined as the distance between parallel880

slabs along one of the axes, ppp is a point ppp ∈ X , φφφ is a phase vector,881

with components defined as the position of slabs on one of the axes882

with respect to the origin and lll, −1 < li < 1 is a threshold vector883

that together with frequency parameters controls the thickness of884

each slab. Then the basic algorithm was applied to the obtained885

function to compute the HFRep objects with microstructures. In our886

implementation it took 14 seconds to generate the FRep field for the887

object with microstructures shown in Fig. 14(b). The computation888

of the distance transform took 16 seconds and the smoothing of the889

computed unsigned distance took 3 seconds.890

Implementation was done using C++ and OpenGL. The HFRep891

geometric shape was computed as a scalar field which was stored in892

a 3D texture. Then it was passed into a fragment shader for assign-893

ing a single colour attribute and rendered using the sphere-tracing894

method.895

7.2. Procedural textures896

We can specify attributes as simple procedural textures. Fig. 15
shows two heterogeneous HFRep objects OHv,HFRep with coloured
wooden textures that were obtained using a procedural function
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Figure 16: Two heterogeneous HFRep objects a) ’heart’ and b)
torus with differently parameterised and coloured marble materi-
als.

Figure 17: The HFRep ’H’ object that is textured using procedural
function 25 modelling the ’wood’ texture. This function was dif-
ferently parameterised (a), (b), (c) by computed HFRep based on
FRep and IDF for the given object.

fwood(ppp). This function is constructed using hash table htab(ppp) al-
lowing for random sampling of the position values ppp multiplied by
the frequency ν. The procedural function for the wood can be de-
fined as follows:

g(ppp) = htab(ppp ·ν) · c; (25)

fwood(ppp) = g(ppp)− int(g(ppp));

where c > 1 is a constant, g(ppp) is a noise function, int(g(ppp)) is897

an integer part of the function g(ppp) output value. To parameterise898

fwood(ppp) by the distance, we assign the distance values to the fre-899

quency parameter ν.900

Then a simple segmentation of the geometric shape of the ob-901

jects was done (see Fig. 15,(1)). We split the shape into four re-902

gions and assign colours using the obtained HFRep distance func-903

tion FHFRep(ppp) and procedural function fwood(ppp) that defines the904

texture of the wood. The generated objects were used as inputs for905

2D heterogeneous metamorphosis on the basis of the space-time906

blending (STB) method to handle geometry transformation and the907

space-time transfinite interpolation (STTI) to handle colour trans-908

formation [TAF∗20]. This example was implemented using C++909

and OpenCV.910

In Fig. 17 we show three textured ’H’ HFRep objects. The tex-911

tures for these objects were generated using three different IDF912

based parameterisations of the procedural function for the wood.913

In Fig. 16 we show two 3D HFRep objects ’heart’, (a), and ’torus’,914

(b), with procedurally defined marble material with different pa-915

rameterisation by the HFRep distance.916

Figure 18: The COVID-19 cell model obtained as a combination
of the HFRep and SDF functions. a) exterior of the virus cell; b)
interior of the virus cell.

7.3. Voxel based attributes917

In this subsection we discuss how HFRep objects with voxel-based918

attributes can be defined. Two following examples were imple-919

mented in SideFX Houdini using the OpenVDB library.920

In Fig. 18 we show a 3D model of the COVID-19 cell that was921

obtained using 207 set-theoretic operations. In Fig. 18, (b), we can922

see the interior structure of the COVID-19 cell [MG20]. The cen-923

tral part representing the RNA and N-protein was defined using924

SDF that was further combined with the HFRep spherical shell of925

the cell. The M-protein was also defined as a combination of the926

SDF arc and two HFRep spheres. The rest of the elements were927

defined using HFRep. Each element is mono-coloured and colours928

are assigned per-voxel.929

Fig. 19 demonstrates a 3D metamorphosis between two hetero-930

geneous objects that are a combination of the HFRep and SDF de-931

fined objects [TAPA20]. This example served as one of tests for the932

’4D Cubism’ project [CMPA18]. The input and target objects are933

two SDF cubes spaced from each other. These input shapes were934

segmented using an octree data structure to make it possible a lo-935

cal faceting and distortions. Two colours were assigned to them936

per-voxel. Then different HFRep and SDF ’cubist’ features were937

assigned to selected areas of the two basic SDF cubes, which were938

coloured per-voxel as randomly chosen colours from the specified939

range. Then we apply the same combination of methods as we have940

discussed before for the 2D metamorphosis. The generated colour941

and geometric shape transformations happen simultaneously and942

interconnectedly. In Fig. 19, 4 (sliced), we show how the interior of943

the object is transformed during the 3D metamorphosis process.944

8. Conclusions945

In this work we have introduced a theoretical and practical frame-946

work for modelling volumetric heterogeneous objects on the basis947

of a novel unifying functionally-based hybrid representation called948

HFRep. First, we have identified four conventional representational949

schemes related to scalar fields of different kinds, namely FRep,950

SDF, ADF and IDF, suggested a formalisation of those approaches951

and described their advantages and drawbacks. This has allowed952

us to formulate the requirements for a unifying hybrid represen-953

tation. The defining functions in the core of HFRep are continu-954

ous and have a distance property everywhere in a Euclidean space.955
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Figure 19: Metamorphosis between multiple coloured objects using the STB and STTI techniques. Colours of the initial objects are proce-
durally defined per voxel. Supplementary videos: figure19.m4v and figure19_slice.m4v.

They also have several other useful properties. We have defined the956

mathematical basics of the representation and developed an algo-957

rithmic procedure allowing to generate HFRep objects in terms of958

their geometry and attributes.959

To make our approach practical, we have provided a detailed960

description of the main steps of the algorithm and identified some961

problematic issues associated with them. This has required employ-962

ing a number of techniques of different nature, separately and in963

combination. Some of these techniques were already described in964

literature, others had to be improved or developed. In particular, a965

new FIM algorithm for solving the eikonal equation on hierarchical966

grids has been developed.967

To show how the proposed framework works, we have illustrated968

the algorithmic process with a number of implemented examples,969

including those that deal with colour, material and microstructure970

attributes in the interior of functionally-defined shapes in the con-971

text of time-variant modelling.972

While the boundary representation will remain the main and pre-973

vailing instrument for geometric modelling, we believe that the974

functionally-based representations generalising a well-established975

implicit modelling approach, are becoming more important in the976

context of some modern applications. Hopefully, HFRep that em-977

braces advantages and circumvents drawbacks of FRep, SDF, ADF,978

IDF will find its applications.979

Future work will be concerned with developing operations over980

HFRep objects in the context of different applications, especially981

related to physical simulation, additive manufacturing and visual982

effects. In technical terms, we aim to develop an HFRep field ex-983

trapolation procedure for IDFs and beyond the computing domain.984

One of the interesting directions will be the introduction of the at-985

tribute definition in the interior of the volumetric object using the986

diffusion-based IDFs. We also consider a further generalisation of987

the FIM method for 3D hierarchical grids.988
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